Sunday of the Myrrh-Bearing
Women
“… And when the sabbath was past, Mary Magdalene, and
Mary the mother of James, and Salome, bought spices, so that
they might go and anoint him…And entering the tomb, they
saw a young man sitting on the right side, dressed in a white robe; and they were
amazed. (Mark 15:43-47; 16:1-8)
The image that St Gregory gives us through the Song of Songs (see third page with the icon) is
full of kindness and beauty. It gives us a glimpse of the wounded love of the Father. The life we
have now and the life we pray we inherit is the embrace of the Father. He touches our being with
life in two different ways that complete each other and complete us. Through this life, his right
hand keeps our head above our enemies.
“But thou, O LORD, art a shield for me; my glory, and the lifter up of mine head” (Ps 3:3)
“Then my head will be exalted above the enemies who surround me” Ps 27:6
The complete embrace can be but eternal, because His love cannot be disturbed by anything,
including here also our death. That’s why even in the genuine earthly embrace we find the real
taste of eternity. On the other side we find out that Mary could not embrace Jesus after the
resurrection just yet, because He was going to His Father and her Father. He was passing from
death to life.
St Gregory`s reflection shows us how the scriptures are true when it comes to the reality of our
earthly longing. That this longing can be rested only within the embrace of the Father. The book
of Songs is read and reflected upon during the Bright Week. It is the prayer and the song of
those who are loved by God. The bridegroom and the church, the one that loves, search for and
confess the One who passed from death to life and from earth to heaven. In this search there is
purity of love, longing for each other and faithfulness shared by both the bride and the
bridegroom. As there is also harm brought about to those who are vulnerable because they love:
“I called Him but He did not answer
The watchmen came upon me as they made their rounds of the city.
They beat me and wounded me and took my veil from me, those guardians of the walls.
I charge you, daughters of Jerusalem, if you should find my beloved, please tell him this:
that I am wounded with love.” (Song of Songs 5:6-9)
In this life, the hand of the Father keeps our head lifted high so we can see through the abuse
and harm the change brought about by the light of the resurrection. Searching makes the bride
vulnerable and her vulnerability turns in time to suffering and loss. However, the wound of love is
deeper in the heart than the harm of violence done by the watchman. By those who hunt in
darkness. Love makes us vulnerable, but this vulnerability is stronger than the destruction

brought about by sin within the heart. The bride is struck and humiliated but does not lose her
purity and innocence, she does not lose her beauty because the love of the bridegroom pierced
her heart already. She does not lose her longing and her faith. She does not lose her beauty
because she knows she is loved by the bridegroom. The witness of this wound is healing for all.
His love is for her only and she knows that. And at the end it is only us. The One for the many.
Today, in this life where our head is lifted high over our enemies, the loss and beating up of the
Truth is felt and experienced profoundly, so much so that there is no remembrance of the
embrace of the Father. We do not feel and see the right hand. We do not feel embraced in our
sorrows and our loss. Here it could not be otherwise because there is no eternity in sorrow.
Within here and now, man is left, like the myrrh-bearing women, with the reality and memory of
loss that they cherish and nurture. They look for the body of Jesus. For the prophet that they
loved and the one that loved them. They look for what was fully human in the Son of Man
because this is what they felt close to their heart and this is what they related with more. The
humanity of Christ. This is what they cherish. This is what they mourn. This is what they came
to find and anoint. We get used to accepting that what we love is perishing. There is a closure
for that, there is a human way to live it.
We learned that life is fragile and we accept sorrow as the memory of what we don’t have
anymore. We accept it within the heart, allowing the pain because it reminds us about being
wounded by love. There is no despair in this pain, we just nurture the fragility and reality of love
that we experienced even though the loss is touchable. We don’t ask for much, we are content
with less, because what is less is still from the Father even though death makes every good
thing temporal for us. And so we love the fragility of life who rather perishes than to blossom
into the certitude of faith. However, this fragility is not temporal, because it touches the love of
God and so is completed in eternity. It is the place where the resurrection is manifested. From
the little we have God gives us abundantly.
With the resurrection, the myrrh-bearing women and the apostles, even us, find out that there is
no closure within the loss. Within this loss something new appears that we do not know how to
accept and relate with. Within this loss there is an opening that encompasses with light not only
us but all. That’s how even our personal loss becomes a tomb for the resurrection for all. There
is a transformation within the life we know that we don’t know how to approach. We got used to
loving what breaks and now we are not ready to be embraced completely by life. For the
myrrh-bearing women, even Jesus is not the same and they feel a new loss within the
resurrection of the One they knew. Within the earthly life, the left hand of the Father lifts up our
head so we can see the enemy and look them in the eyes; in his complete embrace, within the
light of the resurrection we see no enemies, not even within our own heart, and this is a truth
that takes time to get used to. It is just that now we receive not time but eternity.
P.S. Peter is mentioned here as well because he knows that the resurrection is real. He felt
Jesus’ forgiveness within the heart already. Only the One who is alive can forgive. That’s how He
appears to Peter.

Community life
● Last week many of us became sick. Few were spared. Please keep in your prayers those
who are still sick and those who have recovered. See the names in the prayer list.
● Today we celebrate the myrrh-bearing women together with Joseph of Arimathea and
Nicodemus. Within the community we remember today those who take care of the Body
of Christ as He encounters the community through those who are vulnerable. We
celebrate at the mission those who welcome them, those who feed them, those who
clothe them, those who take time to spend with them and listen to their sorrows, those
who work with them and those who sing with them. It is from them that we are waiting
to receive first the good news of the resurrection. Because they welcome the sorrow
they will also encounter the good news.
● There is no better day to celebrate Mother's day than the Sunday of the myrrh-bearing
women. It reminds us about the love that nurtures and cares.
● P.S. It was a year where we witnessed within the community that those who care for
Christ's body experienced a profound loss within their own life. Within that personal loss,
much care and love was witnessed by us. It was not a care and love that is temporary
but one that reflects to us the light of the resurrection. It is the real faith that makes us
humble and strengthens us to walk with them because they know the One
●
Mission church collections of 1 Sunday May 1 2022 :donations $100,candle box $40.25
Prayer list for the sick and those who recovered:
Br.Luke, Sister Penka, Fr Roberto, Mihaela, Chris, Melanie, Arsenio, Ruth, Jonathan, Daniel, Murray ,
Kristian and Frank; Maria (she was experiencing heart failure last Thursday while she came to the
food bank. We called 911. She was treated at the hospital); Binja (she will be giving birth to her
first child any day. She is alone in Canada. Her husband is in India. She sponsored him and they
are waiting for immigration); Mike; Luke; Anusia (she is losing her hair in an unusual way. Some
part of her head is bald due to alopecia); Lavalin's son (he is at Sick Kids due to covid); Sana ( she
has a kidney infection); Father George Patrick, and Father Michael Miklos/Pani Karen Miklos;
Dominique and her daughter (Dominique has cancer and her daughter was born with heart
conditions); Mike; Luke; Arjuna; Joy; Susie; Alex; Lynn; Molly’; Varghese; Delia; Leela; Mary; Tanya;
Basma; Fatima; Debbie; EK Thomas; Alex; Hawa Bibi's sister Fathima; Frank; Chris; Evlokia; Mikayla
and her brother Luca; Karunawathi, Gloria, Vijekumari, Ronda, and Regina; Delia; Valerie; Tom;
Traian; Peter; Marco; Kim (knee surgery); Tihomir; Kate; Payton Clark (back surgery); Sana, and
her family in Egypt. Isaiah; Mary; Sydny; Peter Christine; Stephanie; Iulia; Jason; Sophia; Alexander;
Charles; Tom; Paul; Phillip Hadler and his wife Juliet; Cristeena; Ann brown's daughter; Silvia,
Jincy; Shiron Crisreen; Allain;Seena Colin and her husband; Waheeda and children; Faizah; Shirin
and her family; Cristina; Daniela, Jerry; Delia ; Ragaie; Victoria; Mike.Farida; Roselyne and family ;
Ana, Cornelia; Leon to Jerry; Ocean;Gloria, Anne, Marina, Marie, Edemene; Joanna and family GN;
Rejoice;Romana, Coline, Michael, Peter, Henry, George, Kelly;Tom; Marina;Kumari;Susan;child
James; Aaron; Sylvia;Fr Jonathan;Tharshini and her two children; Ann Tyron and her family;
Sandra Gomaz's children; Sameen; Sophia;Amy; Swetha and children; Charitha; Jitesh's parents;
Demene; Carol; Gloria; Hawa Bibi; Vimaladevi; Fr. John and Pani Marie.

“What does it mean that they observed the angel seated on the right
side…What does the left side mean except this present life, and what does
the right side mean except the eternal life? Hence it is written: “His left
hand shall be under my head, and His right hand shall embrace me (Song
of songs 2:6) Since the Redeemer had already passed by beyond the
corruption of the present life, it was right that the angel who would
proclaim His everlasting life should be seated on the right side.” (St Gregory
the Theologian)
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